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017   OTHER STANDARD IDENTIFIER 

Field Definition 

This field contains a standard number or code, published on an item which cannot be 
accommodated in another field and a qualification which distinguishes between numbers when 
more than one number of the same type is contained in a record. The field corresponds to the 
ISBD Standard Number (or Alternative) and Terms of Availability Area. The field may contain 
the terms of availability and/or price, even if it does not contain a number. 

Occurrence 

Optional. Repeatable with different first indicator values when more than one type of standard 
identifier is used; repeatable with the same first indicator value when more than one instance of 
a specific type of standard number is to be recorded. 

Indicators 

 Indicator 1:  Type of standard number or code 

7  Source Specified in Subfield $2 

8  Unspecified type of standard number 

 Indicator 2:  Difference indicator 

The second indicator position contains a value that indicates whether there is a 
difference between a scanned number or code and the same number or code in eye 
readable form. 

0  No information provided 

1  No difference 

2  Difference 

Subfields 

$a Standard Number 

A correctly formatted standard number or code. Numbers or code are formatted 
according to type. Not repeatable. 

$b Qualification 

An indication of the scope of the number or code in subfield $a (if present), usually the 
name of a publisher, an indication of the binding of the item, or an indication of the 
relationship of a number or code to a set or to a particular volume. Not repeatable. 

$d Terms of Availability and/or Price 

The price of the item and any comment on its availability. Not repeatable. 
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$z Erroneous Number or Code 

A number or code that has been identified as being erroneously applied to an item or is 
otherwise invalid. It may have been allocated to two different publications or products 
and in this instance cancelled, or it may have been incorrectly printed. Repeatable. 

$2 Source of code 

Type of code. Not repeatable. 

Related Fields 

010 INTERNATIONAL STANDARD BOOK NUMBER (ISBN) 

011 ISSN 

013 INTERNATIONAL STANDARD MUSIC NUMBER (ISMN) 

014 ARTICLE IDENTIFIER 

020 NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY NUMBER 

021 LEGAL DEPOSIT NUMBER 

022 GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION NUMBER 

040 CODEN 

071 PUBLISHERS' NUMBER 

072 UNIVERSAL PRODUCT CODE (UPC) 

073 INTERNATIONAL ARTICLE NUMBER (EAN) 

These fields are used for specific numbers. 


